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We have demonstrated sub-100 ps jitter operation of a pressurized high-voltage air spark gap
triggered by a femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser. Time delay statistical fluctuations with a standard
deviation as low as ⫹⫺  ⫽0.037 ns were obtained. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Applications in several fields require either accurate triggering of high-voltage spark gaps capable of switching large
currents, or very good synchronization between laser pulses
and events controlled by these high-voltage switches. This
has motivated a significant amount of research in lasertriggered spark gaps utilizing a variety of laser sources and
triggering mechanisms. Early work used high power laser
beams focused perpendicular to the electrode axis. This configuration triggered the gap by creating a localized field distortion in the gap without a laser created spark.1 Improved
performance was obtained by focusing lower power lasers
onto one of the electrodes of the spark gap to create a plasma
that initiates the closing of the switch. In this scheme, the
electric field amplifies the laser created plasma ionization
until a conductive path is created via an electron avalanche
and streamer formation, closing the switch.2 This method
used primarily ruby, CO2, and Nd:YAG lasers with pulse
energies ranging from several Joules3,4 to 0.17 mJ,5,6 and is
well reviewed by Guenther and Bettis,2 and re-examined by
Dougal and Williams.7 Using this configuration, subnanosecond jitter can be obtained when the spark gap is operated
close to the self-breakdown voltage.2 The latest developments have involved creating an ionized channel in the gas
using UV light from KrF8,9 or quadrupled Nd:YAG10 lasers.
These volume interaction techniques have allowed fast
switching with subnanosecond jitter down to 80% of the selfbreakdown voltage. Recently, a significant amount of research has also been reported in the related study of
self-guiding11–15 and laser discharging of lightning16,17 by
femtosecond pulses.
The widespread availability of femtosecond Ti:Sapphire
amplifiers with output pulse energies of a few mJ offers the
opportunity to easily exceed the intensities necessary to
tunnel-ionize atoms and molecules,18 and at the same time,
the application of these lasers creates a need for their accurate synchronization with events controlled by high-voltage
spark gaps. Herein, we report sub-100 ps jitter operation of a
pressurized high-voltage spark gap triggered by femtosecond
Ti:Sapphire laser pulses with an energy of a fraction of a mJ.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The laser
pulses of a KM Labs laser oscillator were stretched to about
200 ps using a grating stretcher and were amplified to 1–2
a兲
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mJ in eight passes through a Ti:Sapphire rod19 pumped by 20
mJ pulses from a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser. The
pulses were recompressed to about 50 fs using a grating
compressor. The pressurized spark gap consisted of a pair of
brass or molybdenum electrodes separated by distances ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 cm. In all the experiments reported
herein, the spark gap was pressurized with dry air. The laser
beam was introduced into the spark gap through an axial
orifice. The spark gap was tested at a repetition rate of 10 Hz
discharging a 1.7 nF high-voltage capacitor though a low
inductance circuit. The time delay jitter between the arrival
of the laser pulse and the peak of the current pulse was

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup. The laser beam
was focused into the spark gap by an f ⫽10 cm lens. Typical laser 共solid
line兲 and current pulses 共dashed line兲 are shown.
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FIG. 2. 共a兲 Open shutter photograph of free-firing spark gap. Discharge
channels developed over multiple shots can be seen. 共b兲 Open shutter photograph of laser-triggered spark gap over multiple shots.

measured using an 8 Gigasample/s digitizing oscilloscope.
Typical current and laser pulse traces are shown in Fig. 1.
The delay between the laser and current pulses was defined
as the time interval between their maxima. The jitter is reported as the standard deviation of the delay time (jitter
⫽1  ). The spark gap was generally run at ⬃90% of the
self-breakdown voltage, but lower voltages were also studied. Figure 2 shows photographs of the random channel formation characteristic of the self-triggered 共over voltage兲
mode of operation 关Fig. 2共a兲兴, as opposed to the reproducible
guided discharge channel produced by the laser trigger 关Fig.
2共b兲兴. The effect of the laser pulse energy on jitter and delay
are shown in Fig. 3. In this configuration, the laser pulse
propagates axially through holes drilled in both the cathode
and the anode, and the laser is focused in the midgap creating a visible spark. The results shown in Fig. 3 are for brass
electrodes separated by 2.3 mm discharging 10 kV at an
absolute pressure of 22 psi. Figure 3 shows that the spark
gap can be run at subnanosecond jitter with pulse energies as
low as 0.1 mJ. The associated delays are also shown. Both
the time delay and jitter show a nearly exponential increase
with decreasing laser power. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that
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FIG. 4. 共a兲 Spark gap jitter vs laser pulse energy obtained by focusing the
laser beam on a brass anode. Electrode separation was 1.26 mm at an absolute dry air pressure of 39 psi. The voltage was 10 kV. Symbols represent
individual 300 shot runs.

high-voltage spark gaps can be triggered effectively using
only a small portion of the energy typically available from
single stage amplified Ti:Sapphire systems 共multipass or regenerative amplifiers兲. We have also investigated a second
configuration in which the laser pulse passes through a hole
in the first electrode and is then focused on the second electrode. Jitter measurements for this configuration are shown in
Fig. 4 for a spark gap with brass electrodes separated by 1.26
mm, operated at an absolute pressure of 39 psi. For this
experiment, the laser was focused on the anode and the initial voltage across the gap was 10 kV. In this configuration,
pitting of the electrode was observed but did not effect the
jitter over thousands of shots. Comparison of Figs. 3 and 4
reveals that the spark gap can be operated in either configuration with  ⬃100 ps jitter. The fact that the ablation-mode
data in Fig. 4 shows lower jitter is likely due to the smaller
gap distance.
Figure 5 shows the dependence of jitter on the percentage of the self-breakdown voltage for a 1.26 mm gap with a
self-breakdown voltage of 11 kV triggered in the ablation
configuration. As expected, the jitter is seen to improve as
the percentage of the self-breakdown voltage increases,
while subnanosecond jitter is accomplished at voltages less
than 65%. Figure 6 shows the delay distribution for an optimized 900 shot run discharging 10 kV, in which the triggering configuration was an ablation of a Mo cathode separated

FIG. 3. 共a兲 Spark gap jitter vs laser pulse energy obtained focusing the laser
on the electrode midgap. The electrode separation was 2.3 mm at an absoFIG. 5. Jitter as a function of self-breakdown voltage. The spark gap was
lute dry air pressure of 22 psi. The voltage was 10 kV. Symbols represent
triggered by ablation of the anode electrode. The electrode separation was
individual 300 shot runs. 共b兲 Delays associated with jitters in 共a兲.
1.26 mm at an absolute dry air pressure of 39 psi. The voltage was 11 kV.
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ing the values necessary for tunnel ionization of air to demonstrate sub-100 ps jitter operation of high-voltage spark
gaps. The results will allow for accurate synchronization between a femtosecond laser and high current pulses in a significant number of applications.
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FIG. 6. Distribution of time delays for an optimized 900 shot run with a
molybdenum cathode. The spark gap was triggered by ablation of the cathode. Electrode separation was 1.0 mm and the absolute dry air pressure was
26.5 psi. The voltage was 10 kV. The standard deviation is  ⫽0.037 ns.

from a brass anode by 1 mm. The distributions shows a jitter
of ⫹⫺  ⫽0.035 ns.
In the experiments discussed herein, free electrons are
created by optical field induced ionization in the intense field
of the ultrashort pulse laser, as well as by ablation. Computation of the Keldysh parameter18 ␥ ⫽  (2m e E ip ) 1/2/eE
共where  is the angular frequency of the light, E is the laser
electric field, and E ip is the ionization potential of gas兲 for
the ionization of oxygen molecules at our experimental condition of  laser⫽800 nm, 50 fs laser pulse width, and pulse
energies of 0.6 and 0.1 mJ focused to 20 m diameter spot,
yield values of ␥ ⫽0.16 and 0.4, respectively. These values
of ␥ ⬍1 indicate that the laser intensities used here exceed
the value necessary for tunnel ionization. The similarity in
the results for focusing on the electrode and the gap 共Figs. 3
and 4兲 suggests that in both cases sufficient ionization might
occur in the gas to rapidly close the switch.
In summary, we have focused Ti:Sapphire femtosecond
laser pulses of a fraction of mJ energy to intensities exceed-
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